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Bri is a critical thinker with a passion for supporting change and innovation. Bri brings 

knowledge and experience from the public and private sector, across various industries, to each 

project or task she is given. Through authentic communication and collaboration, Bri has a talent 

for tailoring her approach to the needs of her teammates and stakeholders, creating a 

comfortable environment where she can effectively challenge them to continuously improve and 

perform.  

 

Briana’s primary can be summarized as:  

 

BUSINESS WRITING AND COMMUNICATION   

Bri applies her business writing and communication skills to meet the diverse needs of client 

audiences. Bri has extensive experience developing executive level presentations, minister 

briefings, proposals, strategic plans, training tools, privacy impact assessments, and a variety of 

internal and external communications to support projects and decision making. Bri is able to 

confidently drill down high volumes of information into a product which is clear, concise, and 

tailored to meet the needs of the client. 

 

STRATEGY AND PLANNING 

Bri has provided planning and strategic services to organizations in the public, private and non-

profit sectors. Bri forms her approach and recommendations through consultation and 

engagement with organizations, incorporating current and innovative practices to develop a 

strategic plan that is realistic and actionable. Bri has experience applying lean methodology, 

planning, and strategizing to support major process changes in the public sector. Working 

across a range of organizations such as small startups to national organizations, Bri has 

experience in planning and implementing a breadth of initiatives that include operational 

alignment, training and development and initiation of new lines of business. 

 

BUSINESS ANALYSIS  

Bri has a penchant for diving deep into any situation, drawing on her analytical skills and 

experience to see connections and understand the potential implications of every facet of 

problem and potential decisions. Using this information, Bri strives to create innovative solutions 

for her clients.  

 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

Bri has experience building successful relationships with teammates, partners, and stakeholders 

in both the public and private sector. Using strong communication skills, and a natural ability to 

connect with others, Bri delivers successful communication plans and strategies to foster trusted, 

lasting relationships. 

 

http://www.elevateconsulting.ca/


 

COACHING AND DEVELOPMENT  

Supporting others in their growth and advancement has been a lifelong passion of Bri’s. With 

years of leadership experience, Bri is confident coaching others, providing feedback and is 

constantly looking for opportunities to impact positive transformation within a team, project, or 

initiative.  

 

FACILITATION 

Bri has experience in facilitating and supporting executive meetings, facilitating stakeholder 

sessions including Indigenous stakeholders for Jurisdiction and BC Tripartite agreement work. 

Bri has in-depth experience with stakeholders in the education sector specifically facilitating 

governance committees, cross-ministry project teams, and technology-related working groups 

comprised of ministry and schools board executives. Levering her conflict resolution and change 

management skills, Bri has facilitated contentious engagements in support of stakeholders 

adopting mandated change.   

 

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION  

- Master’s of Professional Communication, Royal Roads University, Completion in 2023 

- Bachelor of Arts (Sociology and Business), 2012  


